
H2H3 RUN #410 – 27th April 2019 

LOCATION:  West of Soi 112 and Route 2004 Traffic Light junction 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.501367, E 99.899617 (N 12 30.082, E 99 53.977) 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/7NzHbvu33X2obL3f6 

Hares:  Tinks & Bush Whacker 

Hash Snacks:  Legs Wide Open 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Hash Scribe: ANON 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 32 

Pre-Hash 

Another hot day forecast but as Hash 

time approached clouds cover was 

increasing, the breeze was getting 

stronger and the hash site setting by a 

blue water lake was looking inviting for 

a post hash dip.  A few ladies set up 

camp under a tree overlooking the 

water while the beer truck was 

unloaded.  

GM Legs Wide open called the pack to 

order for pre-run briefing by loan Hare 

Tinks.  Bush Whacker having departed 

to Bangkok in the morning to escape 

any criticism.  Tinks advised of no 

fences although there were other hazards such as water filled ditches and it was recommended 

not to short cut.  Warning about cattle and possible false trails.  Tinks advised there was a 

walker’s trail of around 5 k with a runner’s loop of about 3 k.  

The RUN 

Ballbanger had spotted paper earlier 

and pointed the direction of the trail.  

The pack set off with Rent a Frog 

racing away with rest following.  Having 

found the False Trail marker, the pack 

were looking for the check.  Eventually 

Tinks called the pack back to the first 

paper and then the true trail by the 

lake was found.  The Start point could 

always be classed as a check but more 

times than not the pack are pointed in 

a direction.  On to the next check 

which saw Froggy racing away again and 

https://goo.gl/maps/7NzHbvu33X2obL3f6


finding paper too far away from the check while others had found paper and called trail in the 

opposite direction.   Mudman opted to return to what he considered to be the correct trail.  

The trail navigated around several paddy fields and then into a more densely overgrown area 

with water hazards all around.  The Hares being considerate towards the hounds laid two 

concrete posts across the water ditch with paper at both ends of the home-made bridge.  But 

some of the leading hounds completely missed this.  Even though Rainbow Balls arriving late 

had caught up with the front markers found the bridge with no trouble.  Having seen other 

hashers had overrun he advised them of the crossing point.  However not everybody listens, 

and Screwdriver opted to jump the ditch but failed losing one shoe in the mud in the process.  

The trail now crossed open ground which was occupied by a small heard of cattle.  Froggy 

maintained his tradition of running and waving a yellow shirt resulting in a stampeding herd.  

This did not go down well with the herdswomen on her bike who cursed at the front runners.  

Onefer responded to her that it wasn’t her land and therefore should accept the situation.  At 

this point the trail came to the Ranmbo/Walkers split, the Rambo’s right and the Walkers left. 

 

The walkers trail was a 450 metre stroll 

down to the merge point with the runner’s 

trail.  The Rambo’s followed trail through 

waist high grass towards the bypass with 

two checks on route.  The trail then 

paralleled the highway wandering through 

a mixture of trees and open ground and 

with three more checks which kept the 

FRB’s busy.  Finally, the trail came out 

onto an open field area and then through 

a banana plantation before meeting up 

with runner’s trail.  The trail then 

wandered through bush land with further 



water hazards before coming out onto a gravel road.  The trail then continued east down the 

side of a villa complex with a large muddy puddle to navigate.  This was possible by using the 

villa complex wall and therefore most people kept dry feet.  Lost Cause took a lift with Tinks 

at this point back to the car park.  The trail then skirted around paddy fields again until coming 

out opposite the start point.  Froggy having taken the short cut early on was obviously hampered 

on the runner’s loop returning well down the list and managed to cause a second heard of cattle 

close to home to get very agitated.  The final two finishers Paddy Red Belly and Swindlers 

Pissed completed most of the trail except for the early track round the paddy fields. 

Pre-Circle, Circle and Down Downs 

With the pack back it was time to enjoy cold beer and tuna pasta with bread rolls and pass 

comment on the trail and welcome back absent friends.  The evening was turning out to be 

pleasant and cool with a wonderful sunset   It was at this time that GM Legs Wide Open called 

the pack to order for rewards and punishment as follows: 

Hares:  Tinks 

Snacks:  Legs Wide Open 

Ice:  Mudman 

Late arrival:  Rainbow Balls  

Teapotting:  Mudman 

Nature Lover (Sunsets):  Mudman 

Returners:  Pussy Pedlar, Mudman, Joe &Some Day Soon, Richard 

Muddy Foot & Lost Shoe:  Screwdriver 

St Georges Day:  All English hashers 

On After 

With darkness closing in around 20 hashers set off to try a new restaurant located near the 

cross road junction on Soi 88.  The service was a little slow, but the cold beers and social chit 

chat occupied the waiting time.  Food in general was good although for Butt Out his curry was 

not spicy enough.  

On On 

ANON 

 


